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Inappropriate secretion of ADH and central diabetes insipidus are related to antiphospholipid antibodies in SLE-case report and review of the literature

Gankam Kengne Fabrice and Decaux Guy
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The above article published in NDT 21/11 contains the following mistake to the authors’ names:

Gankam Kengne Fabrice should read Fabrice Gankam Kengne
Decaux Guy should read Guy Decaux

The publisher would like to apologize for this error.

doi:10.1093/ndt/gfm126
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Understanding recent haemoglobin trials in CKD: methods and lesson learned from CREATE and CHOIR

Adeera Levin

In the original article, conflict of interest statement was omitted. The conflict of interest statement should read as follows:

Conflict of interest statement. A.L., Professor of Medicine UBC, receives advisory and speaking fees for Amgen, Janssen Ortho, Roche and a variety of other companies. This editorial is written to underscore the need for understanding methodology issues in clinical science. In Canada and most countries, cost containment of expensive medications is the goal.

The author would like to apologize for this error.